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JAG zatkla bývalého generálního chirurga Jerome
Adamse
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Vyšetřovatelé amerického námořnictva JAG v úterý zadrželi dalšího

bývalého vládního úředníka, který údajně profitoval z fiktivního

příběhu předneseného prezidentu Donaldu J. Trumpovi na začátku

plandemie Covid-19. Bývalý generál chirurg Jerome Adams, který
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sloužil pod Trumpem v letech 2017-2021, byl vzat do vazby na

základě obvinění ze zrady poblíž svého domova v Mechanicsville v

Marylandu a řekl, že bude čelit vojenskému soudu za zločiny

spáchané na národu a jeho občanech.

Adams se zdál být nepravděpodobným cílem: na začátku roku 2020

připustil, že Covid-19 je méně smrtelný než běžná chřipka, a vyzval

lidi, aby se vyhýbali obličejovým maskám, protože nebyly účinné při

zmírňování šíření benigního viru. Kromě toho pravdivě řekl, že

nošení roušek oslabí lidský imunitní systém, společnost bude

náchylná k nemocem, jako je nachlazení, a bude otevřena získání

potenciálně smrtelných stafylokokových infekcí nošením špinavých

masek s bakteriemi. Uzamčení, jak původně řekl, by nakonec zabilo

více lidí, než zachránili.

Takzvaná konzervativní média pohlédla na Adamsova prohlášení a

ohlašovala ho jako „pravdivého“, jednoho z mála státních úředníků

ochotných zpochybnit fiktivní příběh velkých farmaceutických firem

a velkých lékařů. V té době byly Adamsovy kanály na sociálních sítích

zaplaveny chválou i nenávistí – levičáci ho obviňovali z opovrhování

„vědou“ a konzervativci hájili jeho sílu charakteru, když vzdoroval

tlaku Deep State na „nový normál“.

O měsíce později však Adams svá dřívější prohlášení odvolal a řekl,

že nová data prokázala, že asymetrické šíření Covid-19 zabíjí stovky

tisíc lidí po celém světě. Stručně řečeno, zapadl do souladu s doktory

Faucim a Birxem a konzervativní média, včetně Fox News, ani

jednou nehlásila svým divákům, že Adams změnil strany. Neuvedli

ani, že Adams byl zdravotním komisařem Michaela Pence v Indianě,

zatímco Pence řídil stát Hoosier v letech 2014–2017.

Zdroje JAG v pondělí řekly Real Raw News, že jednání Pence a

Adamse přesahuje pouhý pracovní vztah. Pence byl víc než Adamsův

šéf; byl jeho dobrým přítelem. Dobrý přítel, se kterým měl Pence

homosexuální vztahy.
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JAG řekl, že ačkoli Pence a Adams mají manželky a děti, byli

milovníci skříní, kteří se spikli, aby prodali prezidenta Donalda J.

Trumpa na myšlence, že operace Warp Speed   ušetří desítky milionů

občanů osudu horšího než smrt.

„Není to poprvé, co homosexuální nebo bisexuální muži skrývali své

sexuální sklony za fraškovité manželství,“ řekl náš zdroj. "Máme

fotografický důkaz, že jsou dlouholetými milenci, a důkaz, že Pence

Adamsovi slíbil docela dost peněz, aby byl duplicitní o povaze Covid-

19."

JAG tvrdí, že e-maily Pence poslal Adamsovi na začátku roku 2020.

"Ahoj, krásko, udělal jsi to skvěle, ale teď je čas posunout časovou

osu." Mluvil jsem s Faucim, Birxem a Collinsem a jsou na palubě,“

napsal Pence v e-mailu Adamsovi z 1. května – 14 dní předtím, než

Trump veřejně oznámil, že Warp Speed   urychlí výrobu a schválení

vakcín Covid „jako nic“. tato země kdy viděla."

„Adams pracoval na obou stranách plotu. Byl to dobrý herec. Máme

důkaz, že byl finančně kompenzován za svou účast na zločinech

Covid a zradil Trumpa. Měli jsme víc než dost důkazů, abychom ho

zatkli,“ řekl náš zdroj.

(Návštíveno 41 475 krát, 41 475 návštěv dnes)

What a dumbass he is. Fox news all TV news are nothing but paid

puppets that love money/ power more than God pr mankind. They

all need to be at Gitmo/ jail.

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

 
 using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Last edited 6 hours ago by Delavic

Oh that’s not part of their plan. They told all their friends to avoid it.

All of them are unjabbed. They are scum. They all got ivermectin for

prophylaxis while banning it for us.

Read these links. In one there is a video for him and his daughter

while being supposedly jabbed; like all politicians

 
heavy.com/news/2020/04/jerome-adams-wife-lacey/

/thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/3750360-ex-surgeon-

general-people-still-are-afraid-to-touch-anything-that-is-associated-

with-trump/

I guess he was right. This bastard is going to the gallows

All of the criminals got saline solutions for their photo shots…just to

push the depopulation jabs/boosters. NONE got the real poison…..

They didn’t just ban it. They made up huge lies about it. I remember

headlines in the news that hospitals in Oklahoma were overrun by

people who overdosed on their horses’ Ivermectin paste. I kid you

not!

That’s funny. I bought the horse Ivermectyn and didn’t die. Still have

it as a back up.

EAXACTLY 100% CORRECT. NOT EVEN DR. FAUCI GOT HIS

OWN DEATH CLOT SHOTS. FKN DEMONS.

All democrat senators voted to have a VAX database so they could

TRACK all the pureblood dissenters.. while voting to FIRE first

responders who refused the poison jab

Yes. But they have been saying for five decades now that there are

“too many people”. They designated “humanity” as the enemy in

NSM 200. Nixon signed that. Again, conspiracy kooks all over the

world have been trying to warn people ever since.This is the

universal impetus of western governments, the media and the
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“elites” they work for all my life. How else are these people therefore

likely to act, whatever the reason is; threats, bribes or what have you?

This is who they are. The surprise to me is that there are people

apparently behaving otherwise now, like Trump. That’s the only

change.

Doesn’t a SURGEON General need to have at least some medical

training? This guy couldn’t possibly gone through medical school. He

looks maybe 25.

Woke academia hands out degrees when instructed, how do you

think a dumbass like kamala received her law degree, oh wait, they

created the bar.

He’s 48, and whining saying he found it hard to get a job after

working for President Trump. It couldn’t be that they know his

character. Blame someone else.

“They all need to be at Gitmo/ jail.”

Apparently this is what is happening. As far as the deep state

pyramid goes, this guy is closer to the bottom than the top.

Give him a few squeezes and who knows what info and intel will

come out. Time to go up the ladder and get that rotten F Pence. I still

remember watching that bastard high-fiving Pelosi on J6 when they

refused to even hear Ted Cruz’s motion to the floor to delay the

certification of the election pending review of several anomalies that

had already been discovered.

IDC how young he looks. Some men good when they get older and do

not age. But anybody who betrays President Trump, has sex with a

married man while married hismelf, and tells the American people to

kill themselves with the clotshot is lower than a guttersnake!! I wish

they would hang Pence the homosexual traitor as well. He

deliberated certified a false election, followed Graham’s lead when he

threatened him and his sons in open chamber on live TV, TURNED A
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BLIND EYE TO CHILD SEX TRAFFICKING IN INDIANA, and tried

to have Trump killed with Paul Ryan’s help in 2016 when Hillary and

Nancy weren’t doing it.

INCLUDING TUCKER CARLSON WHO ALSO SWORE THAT

DONALD TRUMP LOST THE 2020 ELECTION. KINDA HARD

WITH 81,000,000 VOTES TO BIDEN’S NOT EVEN 30 MILLION.

BUT THE 2020 ELECTION & THE 2022 ELECTION WERE THE

BIGGEST STING OPERATION IN HISTORY & THEY R STILL

TAKING THESE BASTERDS DOWN FROM 2020. WE STARTED

WITH 220,000 SEALED INDICTMENT & AFTER BOTH

ELECTIONS THEY WENT UP TO 495,000 SEALED INDICTMENT.

AND THESE MILITARY TRIBUNALS HAVE BEEN GOING ON

SINCE 2015 AT GITMO & AT THE WHITE HOUSE…. & STILL

GOING STRONG. TRUMP WILL BE BACK SOON, EVEN WITH ALL

THE TRAITORS TO AMERIKA!!!

yeah right. it is all a pipe dream. we are screwed. how many times

have we heard this is it, it is going to happen and NOTHING!

No argument from me Big Ed especially on the subject of Military

Tribunals. According to Q’s post 3673 dropped on 12/14/19; 2017

military tribunals was over before it began. Perhaps, what we’re told

about current tribunals are basically after the fact imho. As HRC puts

it; “what difference does it make”. Blessings,

” Tribunals were over before they began ” just what the fuck does that

mean? SERIOUSLY , IF THE TRIBUNALS WERE OVER BEFORE

2017, THEN WHY HAS ALL this shit been happening, start with the

stolen 2020 ELECTION. Really more than 3 years after the FACT,

the 2020 election is stolen. COME ON , THE SHIT IS ALREADY

DEEP , HOW MUCH DEEPER ARE YOU GOING TO PILE IT ON?

PROOF, PROVIDE PROOF, YOU ARE GOING TO PILE ON MORE

SHIT, YOU NEED PROOF, FUCK THIS Q CRAP, PROOF? FORK IT

OVER, NOW, OR ENOUGH WITH THE BULLSHIT. WTF
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Tucker on FNC is not one of them, he is telling Americans the truth

as much as he can get away with telling.

Looks don’t always tell the story. He is an attractive man with

enough charisma to slip under the radar….. and a good enough actor

to play both sides “sincerely”….. Karma is a BITCH….and his bitch

days are over!

He probably figured that the white hats are not going to hang a

darkey, so Pence talked him into it with a shitload of cash and a dildo

and he took the bait and now he’s a Hotel Gitmo guest in his 6 x 9′

cement block suite, with a toilet sink assembly and a hard bed to

think about all of his fuckups, while awaiting his trial….wut’ta dud…

SO Pence still walks the EARTH. BUT White Hats have it ALL,

they’re in CONTROL. They are letting PENCE walk the EARTH. This

is what it looks like.

I wonder if Adams’ wife knew all along she was just a “beard” for this

guy and that she is completely Deep State playing a role for the

“team”. I can’t imagine being a woman married to a gay man

(assuming she’s heterosexual) and playing a role like that for years. I

couldn’t do it. It would make me sick.

Kamala bitch was reported to have been EXECUTED A LONG TIME

AGO. yet the bitch keep coming back.

Two well known people suddenly becoming known to the public in

the future as homos is really going to wake up some people.

Looks like they are laying out President Trumps’s defense for all the

false information his advisors gave him on C-19. Money means more

to these rats than honor or integrity.

Because we were really upset with Trump. I even called him a

murderer and said that he could find the truth online easily and

quickly if he only cared to. General Berger told him he was loosing
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his base over it. That must have been quite a shock to President

Trump to learn how he had been lied to.

It seems that there was a concerted effort to not tell President Trump

the truth. I heard some Jewish man in government say as much not

long after Covid vaccine rollout, in his little ‘truth telling,’ we tried to

tell you, moment. He basically said, “There are things we didn’t tell

President Trump.” Clearly, Trump was surrounded by opposing

political agents of the cabal, with few allies. I know there was a bit of

a learning curve as to how dangerous these shots really were.

President Trump even said quietly once, “I didn’t know.” I believe

him. I knew at a subconscious level, yet it took awhile to come into

my full conscious awareness, just how dangerous these shots were. I

didn’t even have enough time to warn my family before i fully

understood. They had already taken the shots. We know President

Trump was surrounded by liars & agents of the deep state as his

advisors, & even his own Vice President Pence was not his ally.

Andrew Jackson was once asked his biggest regret, and he said his

biggest regret was that he hadn’t shot John Calhoun. Calhoun was

his VP.

And btw, from MY state.

I think that this was (very possibly) Trump’s very own Pearl Harbor

moment, similar to that of FDR, which required a quick decision. The

situation that confronted FDR in 1941 was one of a national aversion

to getting into another stupid world war. The overwhelming public

sentiment of the time was that this was Europe’s War and none of

our business. Overcoming such an ignorant and dangerous

isolationism required some kind of big event to snap the people out

of their collective stupor. Provoking Japan to attack our country was

deemed to be just the ticket. Anyone still ignorant of the Pearl

Harbor FF should read Robert Stinnett’s Day of Deceit.
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The “Japanese Sneak Attack” immediately mobilized the nation to a

war footing, ramped up defense production, and got the Manhattan

Project up and running within a few months. As dastardly as it was to

allow those 3000 American deaths in Hawaii, the net result was

avoiding perhaps 500,000 American deaths in a land invasion of

Japan in 1945 due to being caught flat-footed by delaying our entry

into the battle.

I believe that Trump was “officially” unaware of the vax hoax as part

of the strategy to let the bastards dig their hole and fall into it.

Sometimes strategy requires disinfo and trickery.

You should always listen to the conspiracy kooks, not the propaganda

media. I knew how dangerous the “covid” injections would be twenty

years ago, long before they had even given the fake “pandemic” a

name. Depopulation and mass genocide was their plan. It’s always

their plan. They write books about it. The UN has been planning it

since the 70s. Just one quote, my favorite quote of all time:

“The United States was a mistake. One we can not make again.”

Gro Harlem Brundtland, former PM of Norway, Club of Rome

communist Nazi.

They’ve never been shy about any of this.

She’s still alive BTW, just in case anyone wants to, say, arrest her and

put her in a cell at Gitmo or something.

I hope if President Trump gets back in his rightful chair, he vets his

administration much better than his 1st go round. The hired help can

make or break you, don’t want to see this scenario repeat itself.

I’m thinking it takes strong moral fibre to stand up to bribes or

threats, but that is no defense against treason.
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He’s a freaking doctor!! They take an oath to do no harm!! I’ve been a

nurse since 1983 & during my 40 yr career I’ve taken that very

seriously! Hang him high! No excuses.

So did mine and probably yours and he still pushed the jab. Sixteen

years of trust out the window.

That’s how they control these politicians, they blackmail and

threaten them, and they have no choice but to do the dirty deed — if

they want to stay alive and keep their families alive.

 
Top blackmailer was sex trafficker Jeffrey Epstein, he and Ghislaine

have files and photos and videotapes on everyone having sex with

these girls, how do you think Prince Andrew lost everything?

Trafficking victim Sarah Ransome has said this.

 
Granted, Virginia Giuffre is a fearless one and exposed not only

Andrew but Bill Richardson, Carlos Pastrana, Alan Dershowitz, Bill

Clinton, Al Gore, Glenn Dubin, and others… but because of Giuffre

exposing Andrew and Jeffrey ruining him and Ghislaine providing

these girls for sex, this guy has now lost not only his positions, ranks

and regiments and HRH style, but his apartment, his office, his staff

at Buckingham Palace, his social media (he has to use Fergie’s) his

other home which he sold to pay the settlement to Giuffre, he lost his

personal protection which means his enemies swill have a better

chance of killing him and his family, he lost his salary from the Civil

List, he lost is business contacts, he lost his income from his

businesses connections, his fans, his friends, his family, he literally

lost everything. He has to live with his ex-wife for a roof over his

head now. And Chucky is so hateful and revengeful that not only did

he strip Andrew’s security, he even stopped Andrew from visiting

Elizabeth when she was still alive and stopped him from asking for

her forgiveness and trying to make things right. And Chucky is being

a lying, cheating, in-your-face hypocritical traitor himself, because he

befriended not only sex predator Kevin Spacey (accused of sexually

assaulting underage boys) but befriended Jimmy Saville (who raped

over 500 victims and eluded justice from 14 police investigtions), and
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tried to make Jimmy party of the family, no less. And both he and

Philip were caustically lambasting Andrew for befriending Jeffrey?!

And he is STILL ripping Andrew apart?!

 
These traitors like Adams and Pence and WILL commit treason to

not lose their lives or their families. The scandal kompromat and dirt

on them is like a sword of Damocles.

 
House Speaker Dennis Hastert committed treason after he was

blackmailed and controlled for his paedophilia, and he still lost

everything and went to prison.

 
Blackmail is one of the ugliest crimes in the book for a reason.

The fake Royal family have been pedos forever. Princess Diana

intended to expose them, so they murdered her in a fake car wreck.

There is nothing fake about the car wreck.

 
There was nothing fake about Edouard de Rothschild having to

remove her unborn baby for a Baal sacrifice during an hour an a half

for killing her and aborting the baby.

 
There was nothing fake about the hospital embalming her corpse

contrary to French law to remove any evidence of pregnancy by Dody

Fayed.

 
There was nothing fake about Henri Paul getting some extra francs

into his account as he was the driver of the Mercedes that got

smashed up in the L’alma tunnel.

 
There was nothing fake about the Mercedes S-class car getting

mashed up — that car is a very heavy car that costs $190,000.00

euros and has a great deal of heavy armour for wealthy and powerful

people who can afford it; it’s very hard to park, it’s very hard to

negotiate turns and blind spots because of the way it’s built for

protection in accidents and attacks. The specs are so remarkable it’s

just short of the Mercedes Maybach series for safety and security.

That car was literally cut apart, its computer hacked so it could be

operated remotely (think of Anne Heche’s car and Rep Walorski’s car

when they got killed in crashes while they were both working to stop

human trafficking) and refitted to allow for extreme damage to kill
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everyone. The Mercedes company was so upset that Princess Diana

was killed in that crash that it sent its own mechanics to inspect the

car to help with the investigation to find out who sabotaged the

thing, but they were refused and turned away.

 
Do you smell sabotage? I do.

 
There is nothing fake about Trevor Rees-Jones being the only

survivor in the crash, and he is not talking about the wreck. He has a

family to protect, so he took a job that essentially silences him. He

knows Chuck and Philip were very revengeful about Princess Diana,

and Chucky would stop at nothing to marry his side whore, even if it

involved killing the mother of his children.

 
SLIMY SNAKE!!

Speaking of Jared Kushner the treasonous satanic tranny received

2.5

 
Billion from Blackrock (Israel) transferred to Cayman Islands in

exchange for betraying America. I hope both of those fuckers get

executed for treason. They purposely interjected themselves into the

cabinet and their positions of grift.

look up what they did to Peter McCullough. The traitors all basically

said they were going behind Trump’s back. too bad Trump was dumb

enough to fall for it

But Trump still exposed the creeps. He doesn’t let the bad guys just

get away with it.

Watch Tory Smith videos on YT. There is one video that he names

almost all Congress at the time including Pocahontas and Feinstein

copying Killary

I read Pence is responsible for the deaths of several hundred

children. The article did not say guilty by association, it said by

Pence’s hand.
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Field McConnell reported Mike Pence murdered 186 children. Both

Mike and Karen Pence were child traffickers, too. Pence has tried

more than once to have POTUS Trump murdered. The Pences are the

walking dead for Treason and crimes against humanity.

With so many caught and hanged in the last month, it looks to me

like they ARE ramping it up, a good beginning to the new year.

 
Even so, still so many yet to be brought to justice . . . sigh. It will

happen in God’s time.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Andi Kay

It has to happen in God’s time.

 
At this rate in our time we will all be dead before this story comes to

an end.

 
Thousands of people in on election stealing, treason and murder by

vaccine, they’ve arrested a few hundred at best.

Tick tock, tick tock…

I do like that the stories are coming a little faster here as of late.

 
These stories are way more interesting than most any other site. I

can also tell that a lot of people that like to say they have inside

information are really just using this site as their source.

 
They should just be honest on their information.

Any way let the good news keep coming……

Agreed. I think there are many many more getting quietly

apprehended, taken into custody, having tribunals and getting strung

up at the several other WH locations.

Looks like website is being attacked again. DOS attack. Used a VPN

to get in finally.

What a really good actor. I don’t remember him but seems hard to

identity these traitors unless you have access to their bank accounts.

Imagine that, accepting fiat money, just so you can hang at GITMO.
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For what does it profit a man to gain the whole world and lose his

own soul.

Queer is right. Then they started calling them gay instead so people

would accept

 
the fact they are sodomites or dykes. Dykes & fairies.

Exactly same parallel with ‘blacks.’

Got to call them ‘African Americans’ now, because of all the things

associated with the deeds of ‘blacks.’

Soon, ‘African American’ won’t be allowed anymore for same reason.

And of course, it’s a ten commandment we can’t say the original word

they were called.. you know, that word that simply is shorthand for

the country many of them came from. . Niger.

Last edited 6 hours ago by EdBob

Stop with your racial insult, I am proud black woman on the side of

truth. You need to realize that these whole corruption and evil do not

know any skin color. We are fighting a war of evil versus good, and

need to stand together and condemn evil no matter tge race of the

offender.

Websters first definition for nigger was, get this…

 
LAZY

Go look it up in websters 80’s edition, before they censored and

rewrote, then finally removed the word.

Accurately describes these heathens today

An older 1940 Book of Mormon states, that if the american indians

accept the B of M as their god, then their skin will turn white and

they will become delightful and hip…the BS keeps rolling along….

And then they adopted God’s sign, the rainbow. Maybe they thought

he would accept that as penance.
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The homosexuals were given power during the early part of the Third

Reich, with the express purpose of destabilizing society, & the family

unit. They were promised positions of authority, then later thrown

out. They were simply used. They’ve been used for the same exact

purpose here & now.

Yeah, “butt-gig.”

I prefer Father Jesus’s definition of “SODOMIZING PROSTITUTES”

… HE uses the capital letters, too!

It’s both frightening and amazing how many evil ‘doctors’ played an

active, willing role in the mass murder of the Covid scam. I hope they

are all rounded up and made to pay the price not only for treason but

for the utter betrayal of their profession. They are evil beyond

description.

What strikes me is how ‘mundane’ evil really can be. All the way

down to local levels – doctors, seemingly so many ‘normal’ people…

trusted by many since their childhoods! It’s just astounding… How

many made this choice, really – not just this guy. They made the

SAME choice – a nice fat regular paycheck vs standing for the truth.

 
Esau – Trading inheritance for bread! I feel the same horror when I

see things like the clip of seemingly ‘normal’ people saying it’s just

fine to take kids to drag shows ‘as long as their parents are okay with

it.’

Many have lost their way BIG TIME. It began in the name of

‘tolerance and acceptance’ – and snowballed into tolerance and

acceptance of outright evil.

Yes, agreed, astonishing the mundaneness of the evil.

I have an old ‘friend’ who is the Wake Med medical director for

pediatric endocrinology. No doubt, he rakes in an embarrassing

amount of money, but wouldn’t buy you lunch without making a big

hoot about it.
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He was an ethical man in years past – then he preached up that

damnable Covid lie, and pushed that god damnable death jab vaxx

talking point thread to his friends, and family…

But, alas, his financial coffers were safe.

He must have mistakenly thought, ‘I must go along with this new

world order, and, then, this new world order will protect my

[financial] fortunes.’

How very sad, he must have said within himself, for those friends

and family who will not take this mark of the beast into their veins. .

Doctors, particularly in hospitals, were given massive financial

kickbacks to go along with the narrative agenda. They were

threatened with losing their licenses & jobs if they chose to go against

big pharma, who would ruin them. These doctors chose to save their

own skins at the cost of everyone else.

Not only did they keep their jobs but they all got huge pay-offs for

perpetuating the myth. Big fat bank accounts here!

The doctor and nurse’s in the clinic which my wife and I go to are

anti covid vax. Yet the clinic owners complied with all the rest of

society, probably from governor to county judge, in wearing mask

and sitting in the vehicle in the summer heat while waiting to be

called in for our appointment. The doctor told me it wasn’t his idea to

wear mask and also said if he wasn’t made to he wouldn’t wear one

either.

Saw this video for some doctors in UK speaking against the jabs to

the Gov and asking to stop it also one doctor quit being a doctor

because of the jab rules

 
rumble.com/v220fxc-charlie-ward-uk-doctors-call-for-immediate-

halt-of-covid-19-vaccine.html
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This will be an information overload for some but a necessary tye-in

for our understanding the workings of the swamp. Thank you Mike

for all you do for us!!!

Last edited 9 hours ago by Mr Bill

When my daughter tells me how mad she is that Trump did OWS, I

point out that he was lied to and manipulated. I am glad to have

more proof today. How sad that Michael Pence, one of the most

openly conservative Christians in DC …well it’s all a front isn’t it.

Remember when he was caught with that Chinese spy Xiao, who had

dental implants and his fingertips all scarred up to evade

identification? How pathetic. And this fool. I’m glad JAG is finally

doing this. Bolsonaro is in Orlando. I have to think things will start

happening, at least down in Brazil, now that Biden Brazil Edition

(Lula) has been installed. Brazil will activate its military before we do

and save its country. What is GOING ON in USA? Wtf?????? My dad

is dying from MOderna and children are STILL being given this shot.

MY dad chose this; I begged him not to. However, he is 87, and has

lived a long life. And what about the KIDS?????????? Whose parents

thought they were doing the right thing????? And the evil media that

took money from DHHS and ran marketing claims as NEWS

items/fact. That is ILLEGAL. Plus they never disclosed it. I work on

the marketing and R&D side in Big Pharma. You can’t do that!

Big pharma killers were promised immunity, I am guessing, by B.O.

Supposedly Fauci was in GITMO, waiting for a call from barry, that

never came.

I would find a better job than supporting big pharma in any way,

shape, or form. Unless you can collect some good data points.

Some jobs , even if they support big pharma, pay so well, one has no

choice if one wants to pay bills and feed the family. It’s either that or

homelessness.
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pence is no conservative Christian he is not even a lapsed catholic. he

is a lying hypocrite and evil whitewashed tomb, for what he did

ignoring the kids’ cries for help as they were being raped and

murdered and he was the governor Indiana, no less. no

normal=minded person of faith, any faith, would tolerate this

without speaking up. they have dirt on him so he has no choice but to

so shut the hell yup/.

 
I have friends and family members who are Christians, jews and

Catholics and they would be deeply insulted at this sonofalyingbitch

calling himself a conservative Christian, he makes every person of

faith on the face of the earth look bad. and he is the VPOTUS!!

SHAME ON HIM!!

 
he is no better than that American flag-stealing, drag queen,

Rithschilian slut in the Ukraine!! And he is making the Jews look

bad, because normal-minded jews like zelensky as the Ukraine’s first

Jewish president and know his family members were killed in the

holocaust, but he supported LGBTQ indoctrination, gay marriage,

free abortions, the new world order, attacking the press, persecuting

the churches, lionizing a Banderite traitor murderer who killed

thousands in WW2, kills his own people, has Assoff military in his

troops and his security detail, he does nude dance shows and drag

queen videos, imagine how his wife and kids feel. No wonder Olena

looks pissed during interviews with him. They all have to be ashamed

of him. Sorry not sorry.

Look at big time pedo Billy Gram, he would go out on a campaign

and rake in the dough by the wheelbarrows full, while parishioners

would be dazzled by his sermons critiquing the nonbelievers as

sinners,heathens and fornicators……….wut’ta big time magnum

bullshitter he was, along with his 1 billion heavenly bank account,

while hobnobbing with politicians on the golf course….

Good question, MJAC. Why is the Pence double and Obama double

still running around ruining American’s lives? Hang the doubles!!
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Another stripe to the Tiger… OMG how these scumbags can sleep at

night? I wonder if the money he received worth to be put on jail, lose

his family, not saying his soul. I don’t feel any remorse if this one is

hanged too. These traitors do more good in the hell than within us.

His family is on it. Read the article above. Even the children. See the

video with the daughter and supposedly the nurse giving her the jab

Clowns to the left of us, jokers to the right, here we are stuck in the

middle with them. Slighty different, but still applicable, version of

Stealers Wheel from 1972.

Amazing how this is unfolding much more rapidly now. Great that

Pence’s crimes are coming to light. Helps to explain his traitorous

ways also.

Just think of that with Pence, he and Pelosi high-fived each other

when Pence declined to stop the election steal on J6. And Pelosi tore

up the SOTU address while Pence was VP, and that chickenshit

Pence sucks up to her on J6. Makes me want to vomit, just about like

watching the Bush family support Biden instead of Trump!

Because Poppy and Jeb were paedos as well. and remember Poppy

raped W and Jeb when they were kids, which is why some abuse

victims because predators themselves. Probably W didn’t sexually

abuse his twins, but Jeb, I strongly suspect sexually abused his

granddaughter during GHWB’s funeral. He left wife Columba behind

and determinedly marched up the stairs to the plane with his little

granddaughter

 
This is a formal state funeral, Jeb. WHY THE RUSH TO THE PLANE

with the young one and leaving your wife behind?

While piglosi was tearing the SOTU document, Pence looked ahead

as if nothing was happening next to him!

Prophetic:
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“Another one bites the dust

Another one bites the dust

 
And another one gone and another one gone

 
Another one bites the dust

 
Hey I’m gonna get you too

 
Another one bites the dust”

QUEEN

I hope the rest of these traitors fall like dominoes as the pace

quickens. I wonder what’s up with Pence these days.

Michael Baxter is really turning on the heat. He has been going full

throttle with his reports and I am grateful. If I had lots of money, I

wouldn’t hesitate to donate to Realrawnews but, as it stands, we have

just gotten over being hacked in our bank account and are trying to

rebuild our finances. Thank you for all your work, Mr. Baxter.

Sorry about the theft, make sure you file a police report and keep in

touch with the police for any updates. That happened to me, too. I

filed the report.

MB, I think something might be wrong with your site. It’s showing 0

comments, that’s not possible. I comment, it shows accepted, then it

disappears. None of the counters are showing any action. 1 visit?

Wrong! What’s up? You in process of switching server?

It takes a while to catch up, especially while the site is being attacked

by the Deep-State. They hate that people are waking up.

There’s nothing wrong with the site.

If you make a comment, it will appear immediately, but it will only be

visible to you. Afterwards, it takes anywhere from a couple of

minutes up to an hour for your comment to be visible to everyone.

If you refresh the page before it’s visible to everyone, it will disappear

(temporarily) for you as well.
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It seems that homosexuals don’t worship the one true God that

formed, made and created the heavens and the earth. They worship

the devil and have only evil thoughts and actions. It would be nice to

rid the planet of all this type of filth that steal, kill and destroy the

wonderful works of God.

I’m surprised they haven’t been to the jails and prisons, and mental

hospitals and picked up all the clot shots for recall.

There’s not an official story from an expected official place, not even

a decent bold move like military billboards saying not to vaccinate.

The lies were first the most noticeable with NASA and their crazy

moon landings. They hinted before that. They woke people up or

pointed stuff out in person, or in movies, sometimes before that.

The memory wiper tech that seems to be plaguing people as bad as

the jabs. Dementia, and it’s said aluminum is in chemtrails.

THIS IS DISGUSTING, ..

 
Both PENCE and ADAMS SHOULD HANG Side by side..as The

Traitors that they are…

Very sad. Did he know that the warp speed “vaccine” wouldn’t be a

vaccine at all? And worse did he know that it would cause more death

than the supposed virus?

 
If he did, then let justice be done.

One thing… President Trump was sick, & given a shot of something

like HCQ & Ivermectin… & it worked for him really fast & well. I

think there may have even been some confusion as to whether that

shot was what he was referring to. The whole thing is such a

devastating mess. I pray for miracles of healing for us all every single

day.

Trump got covid a few days after that debate with Biden. I’ve

wondered if someone intentionally exposed Trump to Covid like on

his podium or somehow during that time.
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Try Spooky2 Rife machine an related Scalar? That is how I got my

smell back from a time with COVID-19. Not being able to smell is

awful

I hope Pence is next!! DJT can’t come back until Pence is ridden. I

am sure he doesn’t want him to be VP again.

NUREMBERG TRIALS COULD BEGIN THIS SUMMER

 
This is great news. Dr. Robert Malone represented 17,000 doctors

last May when he called for a reinstatement of the 5yr test for

vaccines and that the vaccines were more deadly than covid for what

he described as a nonterminal disease that could easily be treated.

Another associate said that Covid was a bioweapon made from gain

of function and because the vaccines replicated this spike protein

virus he said it made the vaccines “bioweapons”. He said no matter

how a bioweapon enters the body even through an approved vaccine,

it still is a bioweapon and he said this violates all kinds of medical

protocols.

Then Dr. McColloch said that the studies showed that these vaccines

were far to deadly to ever have been approved. And these studies

came out in December of 2020 before FDA approved the emergency

use of it. This means that the FDA/CDC Maderna and Pfizer all knew

that this was unacceptable risks vs benefit and yet they still approved

emergency use.

This begs the question, if the buck stops with the president and he

had all this information available to him then was Trump tricked by

their lies? All Trump had to do was look at the studies to see these

were the most deadly vaccines ever created. Is there any excuse

Trump can claim for not knowing how deadly they were? I honestly

can see any.

Just last week I shared a post where Wayne Root interviewed Trump

and asked Trump; “I love you and want you back as president but

what really troubles my listeners more than anything is that you
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support vaccines (Root vehemently along with most of his followers

oppose these jabs). But is it true that you will never mandate

vaccines (a softball question to a hardball inference)? What did

Trump say after hearing how much his base hates the vaccines? He

doubled down and said; “I hear some people say that they may have

saved 100 million lives and I got them done in 9mo instead of 5 yrs!

What was worse is he repeated this answer 3 times.

Doesn’t Trump know that in May 17,000 doctors said that the FDA

must abandon the emergency use and go back to 5yr testing?

HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TRUMP REFUSES TO SEE THAT HIS

WARPSPEED FUNDED ($13B) A BIOWEAPON THAT HAS KILLED

MILLIONS?

The reason I’m told is for 2 reasons;

 
1) that if he didn’t then we would have been locked down for 5 years.

 
2) in order to catch the deep state he had to pretend to go along with

them

Firstly, Trump was told by Dr. Zelenko and others about the

effectiveness of HQC and Ivermectin which he openly admitted to be

taking. He even joked that it hadn’t hurt his health etc… Here’s the

problem, public officials have immunity as long as they don’t exceed

their sphere of jurisdiction. What I mean by this is that when Trump

was made aware of HQC and Ivermectin and he was so convinced

that he even took them himself then he was aware that there was an

effective treatment for covid which makes it unlawful to make a

vaccine. Vaccines can only be made for diseases where there is no

effective treatments and even Fauci wrote a paper on HQC in 2005

saying that it was a more effective treatment than any vaccine. This

means that Trump knowingly or unknowingly violated the law by

making the vaccines. Isn’t it his job to find out this info before he

approved the unprecedented rush to market of untested shots?

(Bioweapons)
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Secondly, it’s possible that as many as 30 million or so people took

the vax because Trump repeatedly said that they were effective. Out

of those 30 million how many today are suffering chronic permanent

debilitating adverse reactions? 15%? = 4.5m? How many of them

have died or are likely to die within the next few years? Many say the

number is over 3%, that’s about 1 million people genocided. How is

this not tantamount to treason as Mike Baxter keeps reporting that

the white hats see it as just that, treason. I’m sure Trump didn’t do it

for financial gain but his participation and of anyone else GOP or

Democrat, pushing for this is to one degree or another a crime

against humanity and treason as it clearly violates their oat of office

– enemies foreign or domestic. How will Trump escape this given in

the face of hindsight he continues to support these bioweapons and

he ignores the council of 17,000 professionals?

If anyone follows my FB you will see I had defended Trump more

times than not but this is a bridge too far and I agree with MB in his

report where he shared that on several occasions the white hats have

sought to break from their support for Trump because of his

unrelenting support for vaccines. And twice Gen. Berger asked

Trump to stop with his support for the vaccines because he said that

there were at least 250 soldiers who had died from the vaccines. That

was a year ago, so Trump was informed and even a Mar a Largo

insider MB shared said that Trump had been lied to, that was in Jan

of 2022. So is this a covert opp? Why is Trump still pushing the

vaccines and even suggesting that they saved 100m and he ignores

the millions they have maimed and killed?

 
MB shared in a post that I had shared in June of 2021, that if Trump

repented then he could win back about 30% of the conservatives

who’ve abandoned their support for him over his pro-vax stand. And

the thing to consider is that now many more are waking up including

many vaxed who are now opposed to them. It isn’t good enough to

say that at least Trump will never mandate vaccines. If he can’t even

acknowledge the massive number of adverse conditions and sudden

deaths, like Hamlin, then how can people trust him?
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Again, i think that there may have been some confusion in Trump’s

mind between the good shot he was given (Something like HCQ/

Ivermectin), & the one being rolled out to everybody else (the deadly

shots).

He also seemed to be stuck on the narcissistic idea of who gets credit

for the accomplishment of the feat. Which is ludicrous. It’s no feat if

people are being killed, no matter how quickly it gets done. It’s like

Trump couldn’t relinquish the data point from his speeches. It was a

huge blind spot on his part. I keep trying to find a sufficient reason

for it. I believe he utterly believed that he was saving millions of lives

somehow, & did not grasp that that was not the case. Did no one

speak openly with him? I know we never got through to anyone we

thought we did. They never saw our posts, never heard us. We were

nearly entirely censored. Why was there no one there to speak clearly

to President Trump?

I really want to get to the bottom of this. SG Anon made a remark,

when asked about this topic, that forcing the roll-out of these shots

DID in fact save millions of lives, because their devious plans were

nearly 90% put in place. Pushing them into it before they were ready,

caused mistakes to be made, & possibly preserved a huge percentage

of humanity, which would have otherwise fallen to forced shots,

passports, FEMA camps & guillotines, all of which were ready to go,

having been built in secret under NDA’s by many & various

workmen. I know of one such workman who did the electrical at a

local FEMA camp. He was paid three times his normal wage, & only

allowed to do piece work. No one person knew all of what was being

built there. President Trump’s push did, in this respect, save millions

of our lives, likely yours & mine.

SG Anon also said, none of it would have been allowed to proceed,

but that they had a cure for it. He said some would pass, as collateral

damage from war, yet many would be saved, & all would be exposed

to such a degree that they would be put away for good & for all. Not

merely gone to civil court with a slap on the wrist. Sent to Gitmo
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instead. Done with. For humanity’s sake. Hopefully, that is still true,

that there is a way to heal people, once freedom has been secured. I

believe that day is soon to arrive. SG Anon also said the above, & that

healing frequencies may be played over the very 5G towers that were

intended to send a kill signal for mass murder, tied in with the

graphene & chips somehow. He says it works at the cellular level.

Prayers for such a miracle coming to We The People, ASAP.

We are owed an explanation, but Trump is, nonetheless, the most

important man of the last thousand years. Whereas the world at large

is a total lie and a total hoax, the White Hats have said more asinine

things than I can count. I am tired of making excuses for them, but I

have not stopped. My latest excuse is that the numbers of the

crooked, perverted, and criminal are simply too vast to deal with in

any but the most circuitous of ways. If government is impossible to

properly configure, then we may simply say that we need much less

of the impossible. There remain many things we’ve never tried.

I think the White Hats have told the truth, however, if compared to

the Lefty Looney Tune stuff we are bombarded with in the press, I

can see it seeming asinine. I know that is the reaction when I try to

fill people in about Covid or stolen elections. It is like something

President Truman said, to paraphrase, “they think I am harsh, but I

just tell them the truth.”

 
To generalize, I think “asinine” is a typical reaction to truth when

someone has their reality bubble poked by truth.

OK Andrew, let’s go from the general to the specific on this question

of “Asinine White Hat News” (which includes intel). I”ll just lift a cut

and paste from the description box of my Episode 33. The 2

paragraphs are different and spoken within a month of each other by

the same person speaking on the very same subject (the Brunson

case). You decide if this is asinine.
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“I think this court, who overturned Roe V Wade, has shown the guts

and the resolve to make a move (that in a normal world would

appear completely unfathomable). They will go non-linear. It will

happen this month of December, and it will shock the world, and

save America.” John F. Kennedy, Jr. a.k.a. Juan O Savin

**BULLETIN** Juan O Savin on the Michele Moore Show Jan 2 at

minute 5:53 to 6:07: “I’ve said the odds are very, very, very low. I

think they’ve come up, but they’re still very, very low that we’re going

to get to where we have to get to on the Brunson case specifically.

[then at MINUTE 6:55 to 7:00] “I just want the people to have their

feet in the real world.” [And then Senor Boots reveals that this is not

even ABOUT the law in the first place when he says at minute 9:04 to

9:45] “The justices read the papers also. They see where the country

is at. They may not specifically say that this is part of their decision.

They have to do their actions within the context of the pulse of the

country. We would call this a disruptive technology.”

WrongWay sez: In the history of the planet, nobody has ever been

jerked around like we are being jerked around and since it’s my job

to advocate for your mind, I don’t like it one little bit.

Delenda Est Coniurati [The Cabal Must be Destroyed]

thats cause were being played by both sides. the only real people who

can trust are the ones behind realrawnews and smith and berger.

i stop trusting trump sometime ago. i realized after his rant about

ron desantis. i realized hes a pawn for the elites. same with russia.

unforunately manya re blind to see what russia is.

thats cause were being played by both sides. the only real people who

can trust are the ones behind realrawnews and smith and berger.

i stop trusting trump sometime ago. i realized after his rant about

ron desantis. i realized hes a pawn for the elites. same with russia.
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unfortunately many are blind to see what russia is.

My brother, a smart attorney, basically understood the shots to be

dangerous, & Ivermectin to be the way to go, & then got completely

propagandized into believing in the shots. I could not fathom how

this happened. MK Ultra? I think that there is an element of what has

to be ‘social conditioning’ to believe what those around you believe &

espouse 24/7. We’ve been taught to blindly trust doctor’s opinions &

authority all of our lives. To let them do to us what they will.

Sometimes, this is a long wake~up~call, which often leads to an early

death, at the hands of those self~same doctors you had entirely

trusted. I think nobody really explained things clearly to President

Trump. Shocking, i know. Yet, not even the military seemed to know,

nor act to protect their troops! Or it was a military move to remove

the enemy en masse as they destroyed themselves & their liberal

voter base. Big Pharma is a formidable enemy, & dangerous to come

against. Hard to say.

To fix it requires understanding that Trump was tricked, or a body

double was saying things, even possible signing things for Trump.

They do that with body doubles. Signatures and make some videos

and show them traveling, while the real one is off somewhere else.

There’s people early on with this claiming Trump was operating his

own clone from underground. So I see the part where Trump was

tricked but how to fix it? I don’t think it can be fixed by waiting to

win the next election and just ignoring it. RRN is claims specifically

Trumps top medical advisors tricked him. Why Trump was acting

proud and bold? “It’s a great vaccine….I got one….you should get

yours……” That one I think was a body double.

Trump said “we have a cure, hydroxychloroquine” LONG before the

jab came out.
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Some similar things Surgeon General Jerome Adam’s did was in the

initial stages of the fake virus along came the always known data, and

how to treat “virus” which is a fake thing, there’s only poison

chemicals, or bacteria…or gain of function clog…along comes the

switch hitter like the killer opposite, suddenly promoting the virus

and jab…and they act like they didn’t say the other data. Somehow he

was convinced against hydroxychloroquine and fell for virus himself

or he may not have had a clue what was in the jabs. A lot of different

things, like Trump thought his jab was the same as all the jabs?

Inconsistent to those who heard and remembered. Few heard…..The

only left over explanation is the art-of-war. In which case we won’t

get to know. Too tricky. But in the end nothing matters more than

sending any deep staters and traitors to the next world and life.

Trump got tricked is most people’s view. To top that off have you said

that the democrats don’t even mention anti vax because it serves the

purpose of going against Trump? Not a word. Nothing saves the

people but the people and that’s if they get free speech or better than

that is free audio and visual, telepathy. The time traveler stories

come out with Trump where mistakes get fixed up on timelines. Time

travel could show it was the only way to fix earth is if a lot of people

prove the jab is real bad. It was never about a virus, it was always

about the jab.

By and large, the people of Indiana (my state) have never paid close

enough attention, and today they remain willfully obtuse about our

own public good. My latest episode reads from a TV script from a

local station, which two years ago lambasted Qanon with laughable

logic and a complete absence of facts. Traitors may come and go, but

what I am waiting for is for the trap doors down at Gitmo to drop

open beneath entire teams of Hoosier television anchors. And then

for each local station to be forced to banner the photos of the

executed, each with the laural wreath of “Traitor” inscribed above

their heads during every newscast.

Last edited 8 hours ago by WrongWayCorrigan
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These were never real journalists. They were Mossad / CIA deep

state planted agents. They gave not one shite about their audience,

except their adoration of their false personages. Some say they are

even incarnate demons, & i think it entirely plausible that they are

the soulless.

Thank you. When do we hear about Huma Abedin’s release, pardon

or execution? I have waited a LONG time to find out if her child porn

and debauchery, and murderous activities are LEGAL or not. Is this

perhaps a corrupt and select round of non-Racism in which a white

woman cannot participate? It’s a valid question which does require a

legitimate answer.

 
xoxox from Canada

I remember reading in one of the RRN articles a few months’ back

that Pence was well protected and they hadn’t hadn’t been able to

apprehend him. Not sure if one of the other WH groups ends up

getting him that we would hear about it on RRN.

It was Cato the Elder, a censor of the Roman Senate in the second

century B.C. who ended every speech with the words, “Delenda est

Carthago.” Carthage must be destroyed. I will, henceforth, emulate

Cato, beginning now, by ending all my posts with the Latin, “Delenda

est Coniurati.” The Cabal must be destroyed. Crooked judges love

precedent so much, let them love on this.

This is why the white hats chose the course of action that they did,

that the cabal may be utterly destroyed, & not merely let off the hook

by corrupt placed judges. Their crimes had to be loud, & they had to

be public. They had to be completely exposed. They shall be. And this

is all the after drama. The fact is, most of these horrid monsters have

already gone to Gitmo. We did not have to wait for the masked

drama & proof for the masses. It is already good as done.
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I wish anything about the death jab will be made public maybe ppl

will think and wake up specially the ones with loved ones that “died

suddenly” and fighting medical issues due to severs side effects.

 
Bills player collapse during Jan 2 game 

 
God please save us from evil!

It has been, in order to catch all of these monsters, that the play has

been allowed to continue.

Jednotlivec, který zastává pozici veřejné důvěry, je manipulován

chamtivostí a chtíčem, je nepřijatelný a měl by být potrestán. Ale

pokud vědomě uvolnil experimentální bodnutí veřejnosti bez

skutečného lékařského důvodu. Úder, který pak způsobil větší

ohrožení veřejného zdraví, by měl draze zaplatit.

Bytosti, u kterých nikdy nebyl virus, a doktor mi řekl, že to

vystopoval zpět k dětské obrně, vše falešné a zmanipulované, je

možná nutné zrušit všechny nemocnice na planetě Zemi.

 

 


